International Volcanological Field School  
GEOS 495/695, 3 credits UAF, Summer 2019

June 2 - 15 - field trip to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Katmai National Park, Alaska  
August 12 - 26 - field trip to Mutnovsky and Gorely Volcanoes, Kamchatka

Objectives:
- Understanding volcanic processes through direct examination of their products.
- Hands-on experience conducting scientific field work in a harsh environment.
- Introduction to volcano research and monitoring techniques.
- Introduction to a wide range of volcanic phenomena and research opportunities in the North Pacific subduction region.
- Discussion of current controversies and themes in volcanology.

For further information please visit [http://www.uaf.edu/geology/](http://www.uaf.edu/geology/) or find us on [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com). Applications will be accepted and reviewed on the continuous basis until all vacancies are filled. If interested, please apply as soon as possible to reserve your space in the group.

**UAF students may be eligible for financial assistance.**

Pavel Izbekov, Geophysical Institute, UAF, peizbekov@alaska.edu  
Taryn Lopez, Geophysical Institute, UAF, tmlopez@alaska.edu  
Olga Khubaeva, IVS RAS, grifon03@yandex.ru

University of Alaska is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual: [www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination](http://www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination).